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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Problem: Landfills provide finite space to dispose of waste, and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill is a major producer of solid waste.
● Landfill waste contributes to greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental issues.
● UNC contributes 10% of the annual waste disposed of in the Orange County Landfill
(OCSWMD, 2017).
● Traditional styrofoam and plastic take out containers the student community purchases
from dining locations on and off campus are a major source of this waste.
Response: UNC established several goals to reduce waste produced from on-campus sources.
● In 2016, the University set a goal through its Three Zeros Initiative to achieve zero net
waste on campus.
● Recycling, composting, and reusables are alternatives to divert packaging put in the trash

Objective: To evaluate UNC-Chapel Hill’s current composting initiatives and to investigate
further options to reduce food waste packaging in our community. The project is divided into
two distinct focus areas where waste is produced: on-campus dining and Franklin Street.
On campus: A waste audit of the Lenoir Dining Hall compost was conducted. Results estimate
that 20% of the compostable clamshells sold during the audit made it back to the compost bins.
Trash contamination was also prominent. This plan outlines the following recommendations:
● Adopt compostable sauce containers and cup lids in Bottom of Lenoir
● Amend curriculum or orientation programs to boost student understanding of composting
● Guide further research into increasing strategic placement of compost bins across campus
Off campus: The class examined the feasibility of implementing food waste packaging
reduction programs on Franklin Street. Restaurants were surveyed to understand current to-go
box usage and gauge interest in more eco-friendly options. Results show that 30% of surveyed
restaurants use over 275 to-go boxes per week. This report structures two recommendations:
● Work with the Town of Chapel Hill to design a business plan to implement a reusable
green-to-go box program with a few select pilot restaurants
● Increase the number of restaurants on Franklin Street utilizing compostable containers
These recommendations aim to improve the University’s compost initiative, encourage more
sustainable practices on Franklin Street to target food-related waste issues around UNC-Chapel
Hill, and support the Three Zeros Initiative.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every day, the average American throws away 4.6 pounds of trash, one-third of which is
packaging that is disposed of in the landfill (Kulpinski, 2017). The problems of landfills extend
beyond their reputations of ugliness and smelliness. They add toxins, leachate, and greenhouse
gases into the surrounding air, water, and soil (Themelis et al., 2007). Methane and carbon
dioxide are released with the decomposition of organic matter such as food, wood, and paper
waste (Nwachukwu, 2014). Globally, landfill gas contributes to 5% of greenhouse gases, half of
which is attributed to CO2 emissions and the other half from methane emissions (Lou & Nair,
2009). This is problematic because methane is 21 times more powerful of a greenhouse gas than
CO2 (ibid.). Reducing waste to landfills through recycling or composting is important to reduce
these emissions; the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimates that production of a
new material emits 40% more emissions than does production from recycled materials
(Ackerman, 2010). As an example, recycling one ton of aluminum cans instead of throwing them
away reduces carbon dioxide emissions by 15.7 tons. As the universal problem of solid waste
increases, the need to find alternatives such as recycling, reducing material waste, and reusing
becomes increasingly important. In addition, landfills have a finite space for storing waste,
prompting the need to find environmentally responsible ways to prolong their capacity.
While this issue is widespread, it also occurs on a very local level. Orange County, NC produces
over 64,000 tons of waste annually, 1,500 tons of which is defined by Orange County Solid
Waste Management as food waste (Collection Statistics, 2015). Based on the most recently
available waste data, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) contributes about
10% of that waste. The University has not been blind to this issue, nor to the efforts of other
universities to tackle the amount of waste they send to landfills, which will be discussed below.
In 2016, UNC’s Chancellor Carol Folt, in conjunction with other campus stakeholders, launched
the Three Zeros Initiative (About the Initiative, 2017). The Three Zeros are net zero water usage,
net zero greenhouse gas emissions, and, most relevant for this study, zero waste to landfills
(About the Initiative, 2017).
The zero waste to landfills issue has been a topic of discussion among the environmental
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fraternity Epsilon Eta, the Environmental Affairs Committee (EAC) of UNC Student
Government, and Carolina Dining Services (CDS). This Environmental Capstone class sought to
analyze and support the current efforts to bring information back to these stakeholders. The
group identified traditional styrofoam and plastic take out containers used at restaurants and
campus dining centers as a potential source of waste reduction. Recycling, composting, and
reusables are three alternatives to diverting landfill-bound packaging. After identifying the
problem, the group adopted a multi-pronged approach to address it and develop possible
solutions. The group explored the compostable and reusable to-go food options available
on-campus and on Franklin Street. Ultimately, the findings will serve as a basis from which to
support recommendations for tackling the issue of food waste as well as inform future research.

2. PROJECT BACKGROUND
2.1. Initiatives Across Campus’ Nationally
Universities across the nation and around the world recognize their leading role in sustainability
programs (Marans, 2017). Universities host leaders in academia, innovation and scientists
responsible for the most up-to-date climate science. Universities also represent large clusters of
population and, as a result, waste. It therefore makes sense that universities strive to be role
models in sustainability initiatives. For example, the Prince George campus of the University of
Northern British Columbia conducted a study on their food waste and concluded that 70% of
their 1.7 metric tons of weekly food waste could be diverted through waste reduction,
composting, or recycling (Smyth, Fredeen, & Booth, 2009). This study conducted two five-day
waste audits in 15 different locations across campus to get a clear picture of its waste mix.
Compostable materials made up 18% of waste in the 2009 waste audit. Other studies at
Michigan, Ohio, Washington and Minnesota universities have investigated student interest as the
driving force behind their environmentally friendly initiatives (McClure, 2009). In a study
analyzing the student interest in sustainability efforts at the University of Michigan, it was
concluded that 39% of freshmen were aware of the University’s composting initiatives in
residence halls (Marans, 2017). This result was critical to the success of a sustainability program
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which can be largely influenced by how well-educated its target audience is. UNC has various
sustainable programs of its own with a focus on reducing food-related waste, discussed further in
Section 2.4
2.2. Recycling to reduce Food-Related Waste
One alternative to disposing of items in the trash is recycling, which can contribute to the
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (WHO, 2008). This is directly related to the discussion of
food-waste reduction as many food waste packaging materials such as plastics, cans, and
cardboard that is not oil-stained are able to be recycled. UNC recycles bottles, cans, electronics,
lab waste, paper, and many other materials to help reach its sustainability goals captured in the
Three Zeros Initiative, discussed below. Recycling receptacles can be found in every
University-owned building and throughout UNC’s campus. The Office of Waste Reduction and
Recycling (OWRR) is responsible for coordinating the pickup and drop off location of these
materials. According to the OWRR, UNC recycled 4,755 tons of material in the 2016-2017 year
(OWRR, 2017). This is equivalent to removing annual emissions from 1,870 passenger cars or
999,313 gallons of gasoline (ibid.).
2.3. Composting: A Basis for Anti-Landfill Initiatives
Composting is another one of the most sustainable alternatives to throwing out waste. The use of
this compost in agriculture can then decrease the use of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas
emissions by decreasing the need for fertilizers and allowing for faster growth of carbon
dioxide-consuming plants (Lou & Nair, 2009). Compost not only increases nutrients in the soil
but changes soil texture, making tillage easier and increasing workability (ibid.).
Composting that occurs at universities and businesses occurs on a much larger scale than
backyard composting efforts. This scale of composting is known as industrial composting, and is
operated by large commercial facilities who pick up waste from their customers. For
UNC-Chapel Hill, this facility is Brooks Contractor, whose business and role at the University
will be described in Section 2.4. After a bag of compost filled with food scraps, compostable
7

food containers and materials and other biodegradable waste is picked up and transported to the
commercial facility, it becomes known as “feedstock” (Eco-Products, 2014). The feedstock is
sorted into different piles for processing. Some facilities use the windrow composting style,
which places the feedstock into long rows and turns it regularly to promote aeration (ibid.). Other
methods include using aeration fans to promote ventilation, cutting out the need for physical
mixing of the feedstock (ibid.). The piles are monitored for temperature, moisture, oxygen and
nutrient ratios. Compost is heated to 131-160° F, which is important for killing off pathogens and
breaking down compostable products (ibid.). The heat level reached by industrial facilities is also
what sets it apart from backyard composting, which cannot reach the same amount of heat and
therefore cannot break down as many compostable materials (ibid.).
Composting can decrease the amount of waste that is sent to landfills, thereby prolonging the
landfill’s lifespan. However, one problem identified in compost programs, especially at
universities, has been the potential of contamination by trash (Hottle, 2015; Weir, 2017). While
compost can go to landfills without harming the operation of the landfill, the opposite is not true.
The heat at industrial facilities can break down a compostable container, but not the materials
that should go into trash receptacles. This project collected information on national collegiate
efforts as well as sustainability measures happening on UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus in order to
better understand the current efforts in the landfill and composting problems.
2.4. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Initiatives
The University’s efforts and goals to reduce food-related waste have been set into several
initiatives, including the Carolina Green Events program, Carolina Dining Services’
sustainability programs, and the overarching Three Zeros Initiative. As mentioned before, the
overarching goal of the Three Zeros Initiative at UNC is to achieve net zero water usage, net zero
greenhouse gas emissions, and zero waste to landfills (About the Initiative, 2017). Each of these
three points has subgoals within it. Specific landfill waste-related goals include to minimize
in-bound materials such as food waste from Franklin Street, and to maximize the utilization of
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recycling, reuse, and composting across campus. The other food-related waste-reducing campus
initiatives aid in meeting to meet this zero waste to landfills subgoal (see summary in Table I).

The Carolina Green Events program is an initiative that focuses on reducing on-campus food
waste at large-scale events (Green Events, 2017). The Green Events program provides resources
for event planners of sporting events, meetings, fundraisers, and lectures to have staffed compost
and recycling bins aiming to minimize waste contamination and production at events (Green
Events, 2017). The OWRR offers trainings for people interested in coordinating Green Events as
well as avenues for people to plan and host an event. OWRR contributes compost and recycling
bins to these events and picks them up, while coordinators oversee the correct utilization of the
receptacles. The OWRR training is essential to minimizing contamination in compost bins at
large events. A group of researchers from Arizona State University, noting the significant waste
contribution from venue-based events, measured the amounts of contamination in recycling and
compost bins and implemented different methods to see how to mitigate contamination. The
study found a baseline contamination rate of 34% at the first baseball game studied, but with the
addition of a staff member at the bin, contamination was reduced to 11% at the second game
studied (Hottle, 2015).

Carolina Dining Services’ series of sustainable practices to reduce food waste is another
initiative in place to meet the Three Zeros goal. First, Lenoir and Chase Dining halls conduct
in-house composting instead of throwing away leftover food and remnants from preparation.
Brooks Contractor, run by Amy Brooks, provides UNC with bins and collects the food waste
(Food Waste Composting, 2017). Brooks Contractor as a part of the waste infrastructure is
important for the success of a composting program in a food service commercial-scale facility
like Lenoir. In the absence of such a compost service, a commercial business trying to fulfill
landfill waste-reduction goals by composting is unlikely to be able to do so as it is necessary to
have a company come to pick up the compost and bring it to a central location for processing
(Meeks et al, 2015). The University’s partnership with Brooks Contractor has allowed CDS to
invest in compostable to-go supplies such as silverware, cups, plates, small and large clamshell
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containers, and other types of containers (Sustainability, 2017). The second part of CDS
sustainability initiatives includes the reusable plastic to-go container program in its two dining
halls. This container program allows students to take food to-go and return the containers at a
later date. Students can have up to two containers checked out at a time. According to CDS
General Manager Scott Weir, key stakeholders such as students and staff have positive reviews
of the to-go box program since its implementation seven years ago (Carolina Dining Services,
2016).

Program Name

Green Events
Program

Carolina Dining
Services (CDS)
Composting
Initiatives

CDS Compostable
Materials in the
Bottom of Lenoir
(BOL)

Description

Program
Organizer

Target
Audience

Brings recyclable and
compostable materials and
corresponding bins to big
events such as sporting events,
meetings, fundraisers and
lectures to reduce waste
associated with them.

The Office of
Waste
Reduction and
Recycling

Event
organizers,
including but
not limited to
sports teams,
academic
departments,
academic
schools

CDS Lenoir and Chase Dining
Halls conduct in-house
composting of leftover food
remnants. Brooks Contractor,
provides UNC with bins and
collects UNC’s food waste.

Carolina
Dining
Services

Students,
faculty, staff,
visitors, other
dining hall
customers

CDS has invested in
compostable to-go supplies
such as silverware, cups, plates,
small and large clamshell
containers, and other types of
containers

Carolina
Dining
Services

Students,
faculty, staff,
visitors, other
BOL customers
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CDS Reusable Plastic
to-go Containers

Chase and Lenoir Dining Halls
have a reusable plastic to-go
container program where
students can check out
containers and take food to-go.
Containers can be returned to
either of the dining halls at a
later date and students can
check out two containers at a
given time.

Carolina
Dining
Services

Students with
meal plans
(though there is
an option for
non-meal plan
holders)

2.4.1: Table I. Summary of Initiatives focused on reducing food-related waste at UNC

2.5. Areas for Improvement in Current University Initiatives
In the most recent evaluation for sustainability certification by the Green Restaurant Association,
Top of Lenoir, Rams Head Dining Hall and 1.5.0. received a 3-star certification for sustainable
food, waste reduction and recycling, and reusable containers (Green Restaurant Certified, 2017).
The Green Restaurant Association awards restaurants up to four stars for sustainable practices
based on seven categories: energy, water, waste, disposables, chemicals, food, and building. A
restaurant can earn points in each category by completing numerous different sustainable
activities. Each star requires a certain number of points that can vary across categories, placing
more emphasis on energy, water, and chemicals (Green Restaurant Certification Standards,
2016). In order to achieve a 4-star rating, restaurants need to have at least 300 points. UNC’s Top
of Lenoir, 1.5.0. restaurant, and Chase Dining Hall have 217.2, 177.96, and 197.73 points,
respectively. Energy consumption and waste disposal methods account for the majority of the
Top of Lenoir’s higher score (Green Restaurant Certification Standards, 2016).

Despite the dining halls’ high scores, there is still room for improvement in University dining
practices. During interviews and discussion with dining hall management, several areas needing
improvement were highlighted, including a lack of data about the success of the compostable
container program. One prominent issue is that compost bins can be contaminated with
non-compostable material. CDS management staff explained that if more than 5% of the
11

compost is contaminated, the composting effort is ruined and the waste becomes trash. Secondly,
a large fraction of compostable items do not get disposed of in the compost bins, though the
exact percentage is unknown. Though compostables will break down in landfills, research has
shown that food and food-soiled waste will break down with less methane production in compost
facilities (Meeks et al, 2015). Based on these conversations, we developed the following two
research questions:

● Research Question 1: How contaminated are the University’s compost bins? If
contamination is high, how can it be reduced?
● Research Question 2: How can the University increase the proper disposal of
compostable containers?
2.6. Existing Reusable To-go Box Programs
When UNC’s Epsilon Eta and EAC mentioned the issue of campus food waste, they recognized
the importance of addressing food waste produced on Franklin Street, which borders UNC’s
campus on the north side. UNC students, especially upperclassmen who live off campus,
frequent the over 50 restaurants on Franklin Street. It has been observed that a large portion of
the packaging is disposed of on campus. The class considered the use of reusable to-go boxes as
a way to reduce waste coming to campus from Franklin Street restaurants. To obtain more
information, several programs around the country aimed at reducing waste from restaurant to-go
boxes were located. The Capstone team interviewed representatives from Portland’s GoBox
program and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University’s OZZI program. They also
spoke with representatives from Durham's GreenToGo program and attended a Don’t Waste
Durham community stakeholder meeting. Each program provided a different business model to
consider for future implementation in Chapel Hill. The GoBox program in Portland was founded
by entrepreneur Laura Weiss. This for-profit organization represents a corporate approach to a
city-wide reusable program. Their program involves individual subscriptions to the to-go box
program, with drop boxes located around the city and a variety of partner restaurants. They offer
a licensing program to set up other cities with marketing, branding and operation materials (L.
12

Weiss, personal communication, September 12, 2017). As a second business model, Virginia
Tech is one of many college campuses to have implemented a box return machine called OZZI,
which allows students to check in and out boxes at dining halls in return for a token. OZZI
requires the purchase of a steel mechanized receptacle that acts as the return station for users and
the dispenser for reusable box tokens. The purchase of the program provides resources for
maintenance and sanitation (G. Manser, personal communication, September 1, 2017). The third
model explored is used by Don’t Waste Durham, a non-profit located in Durham, North
Carolina, which runs their Durham GreenToGo reusable program all through volunteers. The
boxes themselves are picked up by volunteers on bikes and washed at a commercial kitchen
(Dreisbach, 2017). The existence of these programs and the issue of Franklin Street as a source
of waste on campus prompted a third research question:
Research Question 3:  How would a reusable to-go box program work in Chapel Hill?

3. METHODS
3.1. Preliminary Data Collection
In the spring of 2017, UNC’s EAC, a sub-group of UNC’s Student Government that targets
student environmental presence on campus, first suggested the issue of university food waste as a
topic for a Capstone class to undertake. Additional discussions with EAC members in the early
project design during the fall of 2017 helped identify gaps in current initiatives and necessary
data collection points. Ultimately, this informed the research questions and outlined a need to
investigate existing municipal and university programs, conduct a waste audit as requested by
UNC CDS official Scott Weir, and design and implement a survey of Franklin Street restaurants.

Following this, organizers of existing green-to-go box programs such as Portland’s Go-Box
Program, Durham’s Don’t Waste Durham program, and OZZI were interviewed. Questions
included inquiries into challenges the organizations faced, partnerships they formed, key
instruments for success and the feasibility of implementing a similar program in Chapel Hill.
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In addition, discussions with CDS General Manager Scott Weir provided background
information on the success of the reusable green-to-go box program of Lenoir. Members of the
Capstone class also toured Lenoir in order to better understand the dining hall’s infrastructure.
3.2. Waste Audit
3.2.1. Design
Before outlining recommendations to improve the success of Lenoir’s composting initiatives, it
was necessary to analyze their current efficacy. In order to further understand the issues that
Lenoir’s composting initiative is facing, the Capstone class conducted a waste audit. The audit
analyzed Lenoir Dining Hall’s waste stream to assess the extent of contamination and to compare
the amount of compostable materials distributed that week in contrast to how many made it into
the appropriate bin. A five-day long waste audit was set up with one one-hour sorting session per
day. Each day, the amount of compostable, recyclable, and trash materials were counted for each
audited compost bag. Modeled after a waste audit data collection chart from a 2013 Capstone
class centered on an eco-industrial park in Durham, a datasheet with specific items was created
to aid in the tallying process (Reuse District Capstone Report, 2013). After each shift, the totals
of each item in each bag were entered into an Excel sheet, seen in Appendix 7.1.1.
3.2.2. Data Collection Process
For each day, the average number of large and small compostable containers found in each
audited bag was calculated. This was multiplied by the average number of daily compostable
bags to represent an estimate for the total number of containers composted each day. According
to Weir, dining traffic is heavier Monday through Thursday, and the average number of green
compostable bags each of those days is 13 to 15. On Friday, the average number of bags is 11 or
12. The calculation was done three times for each: once with the average total bags found by the
Capstone class, and once each for the low and high estimate for average daily bags provided by
dining services. This number was divided by the total number of containers sold each day,
provided by the dining hall staff (see Table III in Appendix I). Ultimately, a compost proportion
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was calculated for each day of the week. An upper proportion, lower proportion, and a
proportion based on the class data were calculated.

3.2.3: Figure I. Image of the waste audit collection. Students opened compost bags, segregated items, and
recorded the tallies in a waste audit collection sheet.

3.3. Student Poll
After conducting the waste audit, the researchers investigated where else students dispose of
to-go containers to further inform Research Question 2. Students leaving Lenoir with
compostable take out containers were polled where they were taking their food to eat. This
survey provided examples of locations that students take their food if not eating in the Bottom of
Lenoir. This data could be used to hypothesize the best places to put new compost bins, and
further research can be done in those areas. This information is separated by class and aggregated
in Appendix I, Table V.
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3.4. Franklin Street Feasibility
To tackle on the issue of waste incoming from Franklin Street, the class chose to explore how a
reusable to-go box program could work in Chapel Hill. In order to assess the feasibility of
implementing such a program, information was needed on the current status of to-go containers
on Franklin Street and potential interest in such a program. Franklin Street restaurants were
surveyed regarding their sustainability practices and output of food packaging containers. The
restaurants surveyed were located between Henderson Street and Merritt Mill Road on Franklin
Street. The survey contained questions about the sustainable practices and to-go container output
of the restaurant (Appendix 7.2.1). The surveys were conducted using Google Forms so that
graphics displaying the findings could be created easily. 26 out of 57 restaurants responded to the
survey, varying in location, price point, cuisine, and other factors. This gave a response rate of
about 46%. The results were interpreted to isolate restaurants that would serve as good
candidates for a pilot test to determine the feasibility of implementing a green-to-go program in
Chapel Hill. Necessary qualifications were restaurants that already implement sustainable
practices, do not have a large variety of container sizes, don’t need special containers, use a high
amount of containers, and spend a reasonable amount on containers.

3.4.1: Figure II. Map of surveyed restaurants on Franklin Street. A map of the restaurants on Franklin Street
that responded to the survey. The class contacted 57 restaurants and 26 responded, resulting in a 46% response rate.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. Waste Audit Results
The waste audit sought to measure compost contamination, which was defined as any item that is
thrown in the compost receptacle but which is not compostable. This included lids,
non-compostable cups, food wrappers, tin foil, bottles, and cans. The results from the waste audit
show that every audited bag was contaminated, with sauce containers as a significant
contaminant to the compost stream (see Appendix 7.1). From the data, about 44 containers
weekly get tossed in with compost instead of in their correct receptacle. Sauce containers were
usually found inside compostable to-go boxes. During the week, 24 contaminating items were
recyclables, while over 200 contaminating items belonged in the trash.

4.1.1: Figure III. Image of the waste audit contamination. An image of the contamination from the waste audit.
Tin foil, non-compostable sauce containers, and cup lids were some of the major sources of contamination.
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The results also show how many compostable containers were being disposed of in Lenoir
Dining Hall. The compost proportion values, or the ratios of compostable containers in Lenoir
compost bins to the total containers sold by vendors that week (see Table III in Appendix I)
differed for each day depending on the estimate for total daily bags. Figure IV below displays a
bar graph of the calculated upper and lower proportions compared the proportion calculated
when using the number of bags observed during the audit. The upper estimate for the compost
proportion of large containers is 0.266, the low estimate is 0.23, and the audit estimate is 0.20
(Figure IV). Thus, at best about 27% of containers are being composted; however, the class
estimates show this figure could be as low as 20%. For smaller containers, the upper estimate for
the compost proportion of small containers is 0.085, the low estimate is 0.074, and the audit
estimate is 0.073 (Figure IV). All three estimates suggest that less than 10% of small containers
and less than half of large containers are reaching the composting bins.

4.1.2. Figure IV. Compost Proportions. The compost proportion, that is, the proportion of sold compostable
containers that were composted in Lenoir Dining Hall compared to the total sold that week, differs depending on the
estimate for total daily bags. For Monday to Thursday, the low estimate as provided by dining hall staff for bag
count is 13 and the upper estimate is 15. For Friday, these estimates are 11 and 12. The bar graph displays the
calculated upper and lower proportions compared the proportion calculated when using the number of bags observed
during our audit.
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4.2. Poll Results
The poll conducted among students outside of Lenoir, with the goal of getting an idea about
where else containers are being disposed of, revealed that most students ate their food at the
tables in front and behind Lenoir (Figure V). Other popular locations were the library, students’
homes, and the Pit (Figure V). The tables around the outside of the Lenoir and the trash cans
nearby were observed by the researchers to be full of compostable containers around lunchtime,
pointing future researchers toward potential waste audits of those bins.

4.2.1. Figure V. Popular Eating Locations. The most popular eating locations for students purchasing food at the
Bottom of Lenoir, and Table V (see Appendix I) disaggregates the results by class. Most of the food purchased is
not consumed in the Bottom of Lenoir. However, it is important to note that survey bias towards outdoor locations
because the poll was taken on a warm, sunny day.

4.3. Franklin St. Survey Results
Of the 57 restaurants the Capstone class reached out to, 26 responded. Contacted restaurants may
have not responded because they did not see the email containing the survey, did not have time,
or were not interested in participating. Further, some were worried that the results or report
would portray them negatively. Additional limitations of the survey can be found in section
4.4.3.
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Data showed that nearly a third of restaurants used a high number of to-go boxes every week,
with 30.8% (eight restaurants) using more than 275 per week (Figure VI). The second most
common bracket was 76-125 boxes per week, with seven restaurants, or 26.9%, reporting their
usage within this range. The remaining brackets all had four or fewer restaurants, and none of the
restaurants surveyed reported using less than 25 boxes per week.

4.3.1: Figure VI. Number of to-go containers. Survey responses indicating the number of to-go containers
surveyed restaurants use on a weekly basis. 26 restaurants responded.

4.3.2: Figure VII. Size of Purchasing Orders. A bar graph of the quantity of to-go containers that come in each
order. These statistics varied widely, but most restaurants ordered above 100 containers in each order.

Results also revealed that the majority of restaurants, 15 out of the 26, order containers at least
once per week. The size of orders varied, with the most common order sizes being 100
containers (six restaurants) and 500 containers (four restaurants) are in Figure VII above.
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Ten restaurants reported using styrofoam containers for at least a portion of their to-go box
usage. Plastic and cardboard were somewhat less common, and only two restaurants reported
using biodegradable or compostable materials. The vast majority of restaurants--88.5%, or 23 of
those surveyed--use multiple sizes of containers for to-go orders.

4.3.3: Figure VIII. Frequency that Restaurants Order Take Out Containers
A bar graph of the frequency that surveyed restaurants order to-go containers. For the majority of restaurants, this is
at least once a month, with large portion ordering weekly; this represents a large recurring cost that could be
eliminated with reusable containers.

When asked about sustainable business practices they would implement if cost was not a factor,
61.5% expressed interest in compostable to-go boxes, 38.5% in compostable napkins, and 26.9%
in compostable silverware. Simultaneously, 19.2% would be interested in purchasing more
locally sourced food and, most relevant to the project, 11.5% expressed interest in implementing
reusable to-go containers. Five restaurants surveyed expressed that they already had most of the
sustainable practices in use, with one specifying reusable to-go containers would violate health
code requirements. Eleven restaurants listed cost as a factor limiting a switch to eco-friendly
containers.
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4.4. Limitations to Results
4.4.1. Waste Audit Limitations
An important limitation of the waste audit is that data were collected for one week only. A future
audit with more human resources and fewer time constraints could span a longer time and
generate more data points, mitigating the possible effects of outliers. In order to portray accurate
contamination levels and compost patterns, an ideal audit would span several weeks. Another
interesting data set that would complement the compost audit would be contamination of the
other types of waste: recycling and trash. The audit was also limited by the number of bags
audited each day. Due to a shifting compost collecting schedule, on Thursday only two bags
were sorted. Despite the short time span, the standard deviation in the compost proportions is
small, which boosts the confidence that the compost proportions are representative of the true
values.
4.4.2. Poll Limitations
This poll was given on a sunny, warm day. Results may be biased towards eating locations
outside. The poll was also administered on one day, which was a Friday. Conducting the poll on
a Friday is not an accurate representation of the amount of students eating on campus during the
other weekdays, which may or may not have a higher number than those on Friday. Further, this
survey does not accurately show the percentage of people who eat in bottom of Lenoir because
the survey was taken outside when students were already leaving. It does not carry the same
merit as a thorough qualitative study, but it can nevertheless provide anecdotal evidence to
suggest other compost disposal locations. A future survey could take place over the course of a
full week to account for changes in weather and days of the week.
4.4.3. Franklin Street Survey Limitations
There were a few flaws in the survey that are worth discussing. Some respondents did not have
the adequate managerial knowledge to provide accurate answers to the questions. Additionally,
some of the responses were extreme and seemed as though they were likely to be invalid or an
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outlier. For example, one restaurant stated they ordered 500 boxes twice per week, which is
significantly more than any other restaurant. Further, one of the questions asked how many to-go
boxes come in a supply order and another question asked how often they ordered their boxes.
The combination of these questions made it difficult to extract the relevant information when
looking at the data as a whole. To combine these two questions, an edited version of the survey
could simply ask for an average of how many boxes are ordered in a given time period.

5. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Research Questions Addressed
The methods and results sought to answer the three research questions posed at the beginning of
this paper. The first of these was, how can the University reduce contamination in compost
bins? Compost contamination was addressed in the research questions because it imposes
additional costs to waste disposal and threatens the effectiveness of composting programs. In
cases where a bag of compost is highly contaminated with non-compostable items, the
compostable bag is thrown in the trash. As a result of persistently high levels of contamination,
CDS is in the process of transitioning to a new compost contractor who is better equipped to
decontaminate the generated compost. The waste audit provided information about the contents
of the compost bins to find the biggest source contamination and inform recommendations for
targeting those sources, which are outlined below.
The second research question asked, how can the University improve the proper disposal of
compostable containers? The waste audit also provided data to address this question. Audit
participants counted the number of compostable containers in the bin and CDS provided data on
the total number of containers. The counted number divided by the total number produced the
compost proportion value, showing how many containers made it to Lenoir compost bins. More
education may encourage students to take the extra effort to bring compostable containers back
to the compost instead of tossing them in the nearest trash can.
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The third question was, how would a reusable to-go box program work in Chapel Hill? The
class conducted research on other reusable to-go box programs with varying business models to
find one that could work in Chapel Hill, then conducted a survey of restaurants on Franklin
Street to analyze the current to-go container usage profile and assess interest in a reusable
program. The survey results were analyzed to see which restaurants would be good partners for a
reusable to-go box program in Chapel Hill.

The following recommendations arose out of the results and methods used to research these
questions. The recommendations are based on improving existing programs at the University and
increasing education about those programs.
5.2. Recommendations for Reducing Contamination: Food Packaging Changes
Three recommendations created to tackle the issue of compost contamination:
● Utilize a compostable sauce container option1
● Replace containers with a self-serve sauce station
● Purchase compostable boxes with containers for sauce

A primary recommendation to solve the problem of sauce containers contaminating the compost
would be to utilize a compostable sauce container option. The waste audit results showed that
sauce containers inside compostable clamshells were the main source of compost contamination.
This may be because the sauces are easily transported inside the boxes, and it could be
inconvenient for people to take them out of the box before disposal. A person may also forget the
importance of sorting the container differently once it’s out of sight. This solution to use
compostable sauce containers would make the box, silverware and containers compostable,
which would alleviate user confusion over sorting. However, it is important to note that cost is an
important factor in purchasing decisions. A pack of 50 compostable 2 oz. cups, sold by

This solution has been recognized by CDS after the presentation of our research on 12/7/17, and was in the process
of implementation as this paper was being produced.
1
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Eco-Products, costs $4.80.2 The same amount of the same size plastic container, sold by
Amazon, would cost $3.20.3

Another potential option would be to get rid of the sauce containers and have a self-serve sauce
station, similar to how condiments are distributed at the top of Lenoir and in Chase Dining Hall.
This would involve purchasing of multiple larger containers to offer the variety served by the
restaurants in the Bottom of Lenoir, and they would have to be refilled by staff. The third
possible solution would be to purchase the compostable to-go boxes with compartments, and put
sauce in one of the compartments. This would also reduce the amount of trash that is utilized
with the compostable materials by incorporating the sauce vessel into the compostable container.
5.3. Recommendations for Reducing Contamination and Increasing Compost Proportion:
Increased Education via First Year Experiences

Two further recommendations aimed at improving student compost practices:
● Incorporate compost education into first-year orientation
● Add compost education to first-year life skills section of new curriculum

An additional recommendation to address contamination and increase awareness about proper
composting would be an addition to the current orientation program or an addendum to the
university curriculum that focuses on sustainability. UNC’s curriculum restructuring plan, which
is hoped to be completed by 2019, includes the addition of a life skills section in order to help
first-year students adjust more readily to college life (General Education Curriculum Revision,
2017). There are several small liberal arts colleges, community colleges, and large state
universities with a General Requirement for all undergraduates that addresses environmental
literacy degree requirements. Studies of the impacts of these programs show that students
demonstrated increased willingness to participate in solving societal and environmental problems
2

Price retrieved from EcoProducts.com on 11/21/17
Amazon.com. (2017). 125 Count Mini Translucent Plastic Jello Shot Condiment Sauce Cups with Lids for
Restaurants, Dips & Salsa, 2-Ounce: Kitchen & Dining.
3
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(Rowe, 2002).The University of Northern Iowa has one of the longest withstanding
requirements; since 1988 their undergraduates have taken the course “Environment, Technology
and Society.” In addition, undergraduates at the University of Minnesota Studies are required to
take at least one course in the theme of “Environment and Citizenship” (Rowe, 2002). UNC’s
undergraduate population is between that of Northern Iowa and Minnesota, indicating that
undergraduate population size would not be limiting in terms of the success of a curriculum
requirement.

A section in UNC’s new curriculum that focuses primarily on sustainability would be useful for
those students who have never engaged in or been educated on composting or recycling
practices, as all first-year students are required to live on campus and these may be new
experiences for them. The results show that the majority of compost contamination came from
trash items, not recyclable items. This suggests that people have a better understanding of what
belongs in the recycling but are worse at distinguishing an item that belongs in the trash versus
an item that belongs in the compost. A brief curriculum addition should incorporate helpful
instruction as to how UNC’s recycling and composting programs work, since all first-year
students are required to have some type of meal plan. This would hopefully decrease compost
contamination, as well as increase overall utilization of UNC’s recycling and composting
programs. Although there are signs around the dining hall as to where recycling and composting
go, direct instruction that also incorporates sharing the Carolina ideals of sustainability with
incoming first-year students may have more direct results on our composting initiatives.
5.4. Recommendations for Increasing Compost Proportion: Further Research and Additional
Compost Bins
Two recommendations aimed at improving compost proportion and guiding further research:
● Set up compost bins at more locations on campus to encourage and enable proper
composting of materials
● Design a survey to assess students about their awareness and engagement in the
University’s sustainability initiatives
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One further recommendation is to set up more compost bins around campus to help encourage
the act of composting when students take their meals outside of Lenoir Dining Hall. A few of the
options are to put them in the Pit, Davis Library, the Union, and the Undergraduate Library. All
of these areas are places where students take their meal to eat (see Table V). When walking
through those areas, it can be observed that compostable clamshells are piled up in the trash cans.
The quantitative waste audit results suggest that the majority of the compostable waste does not
make it into the compost bins. The average compost proportion for small containers was
significantly lower than that of the large containers. This may signify that customers are more
likely to throw small containers in the wrong waste receptacle. Another scenario is that smaller
containers are more frequently transported away from Lenoir and discarded in trash cans.
Customers may also sit and eat from the large container inside Lenoir, causing a higher
proportion of these to reach the compost.

Adding bins in highly trafficked places could help to eliminate the amount of compost being put
into the trash. However, since contamination may make entire bins destined for the landfill,
proper signage and more research into ideal locations should be conducted. Difficulties with this
recommendation have been pointed out by OWRR’s waste diversion coordinator Amy Preble,
who said that more composting bins have not been placed around campus because it would use
up financial and staffing resources while targeting an unreliable population (students, faculty and
staff who may contaminate those bins with trash).

Another recommendation to add to the findings is for future researchers to design a survey and
ask students of all classes about their awareness, commitment, and engagement in the
University’s sustainability initiatives. This type of poll was completed in a study of the
University of Michigan’s Sustainability Cultural Indicators Program (Marans, 2017), and could
be useful to pair this with the waste audit conducted in this study. This would add depth to the
results because it would add a qualitative perspective.
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5.5. Franklin Street Recommendations: Potential Partnerships

Two possible recommendations came out of the Franklin Street survey:
● Create a reusable to-go box program with seven pilot restaurants, identified through the
Franklin Street survey
● Design a city-wide compostable container program

The preliminary research done by the Capstone class studied several programs to inform the first
recommendation on a possible reusable program. The research suggested that programs like
OZZI and Go Box were not feasible due to an overall business model that did not fit the needs of
Franklin Street. The nearby city of Durham has an established program called Durham
Green-To-Go, run by Don’t Waste Durham. Through Durham Green-To-Go, community
members sign up for a membership which allows them to check out and return reusable boxes
from 12 participating restaurants (Don’t Waste Durham, 2017). They partner with the Triangle
Residential Option for Substance Abusers (TROSA), using TROSA’s industrial kitchen space to
sanitize boxes after they are returned. Crystal Dreisbach, the organization’s founder, stressed the
importance of a washing facility for the success of their program (Food Waste, 2017). The Don’t
Waste Durham business model relies completely on volunteer labor. Volunteers pick up the
boxes, clean them and drop them off again at restaurants. Due to its strong community basis and
relative ease of operation the Durham Green-To-Go model seemed to be the most applicable.

With this model in mind, the survey results indicated several restaurants which may provide
good partners for a reusable to-go box program in Chapel Hill. Restaurants that already
implement sustainable practices, don’t have a large variety of container sizes, don’t need special
containers, use a high amount of containers, and spend a reasonable amount on containers were
chosen as good candidates. Restaurants that are part of a chain or larger corporation and were
therefore bound by corporate rules, like Mellow Mushroom, Toppers, and Bskis, were
eliminated.
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Several restaurants fit these qualifications. While none present a perfect candidate for an early
partnership, seven restaurants met the majority of the qualifications.

Seven restaurants for piloting a reusable to-go box program:
Carolina Brewery, Carolina Coffee Shop, Lantern, Linda’s, The Root Cellar, Tru Deli,
Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe

For the most part, these restaurants already implement two or more sustainable practices, have
fewer than four container sizes, don’t use irregular boxes (i.e. pizza boxes), have a high but not
extreme to-go box usage (76-225), and spend consistently on to-go boxes as part of their budget.
For all of the above reasons, these restaurants present a strong starting point to test run a
Green-To-Go program in Chapel Hill.

A recommendation from this report is for the Town of Chapel Hill, in conjunction with other
interested groups like Carrboro-Chapel Hill Zero Waste, to design a business plan to implement
a reusable green-to-go box program with the suggested pilot restaurants. However, most
restaurants surveyed did not express interest in reusable to-go boxes; the Root Cellar indicated
concerns that this would violate health code standards in their response. The Durham
GreenToGo program has solved this issue by washing and sanitizing the boxes in commercial
dishwashers, which their partnership with TROSA gives them access to. The program developed
their operating procedures in partnership with the Environmental Health Division of the Durham
County Health Department (Don’t Waste Durham, 2017). This creation of standard operating
procedures in compliance with the health department can be replicated in Chapel Hill and would
address the Root Cellar’s concern. Therefore a good next step would be to gauge interest in a
well-designed, well thought-out program before bringing the recommendation to the town.

An additional recommendation would be to design a compost program for restaurants on
Franklin Street. A large portion of restaurants supported the implementation of compostable
to-go boxes, napkins, and silverware in their survey responses. Therefore a recommendation
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would be to increase the number number of restaurants on Franklin Street utilizing compostable
containers. This would involve more effort and collaboration with the interested restaurants to
help them work out sourcing and costs. The city and Brooks Contractors or other compost
facility would also need to be involved to organize pickup for the compost.

6. CONCLUSION
In summary, the analysis of the effectiveness of the current sustainability practices at the Bottom
of Lenoir illustrates a need for an increase in education about composting as well as greater
accessibility of composting bins in areas outside, but adjacent to, the Bottom of Lenoir. Having
an increase of these two components will be key in creating a more sustainable dining service for
the university. Additionally, the Franklin Street survey has created a stepping stone for future
efforts to start off on. Creating partnerships with local sustainability groups and the Town of
Chapel Hill itself will be necessary to make Franklin Street more sustainable, and subsequently
will make the University more sustainable. From the survey results, there is interest in
implementing additional sustainable practices amongst many of the restaurants, but a strong
infrastructure will be critical in making sure the transition will be smooth and that the practices
will be long-lasting
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7. APPENDICES
7.1. Appendix I: On-Campus Data
MON
Bag
1

Type

TUES

Bag
2

Bag
1

Bag
2

WED

Bag
3

Bag
4

Bag
1

Bag
2

Bag
3

THURS

Bag
4

Bag
5

Bag
6

Bag
1

FRI

Bag
2

Bag
1

Bag
2

Container (LG)

22

25

21

18

32

23

16

30

34

29

12

50

24

17

25

22

Container (SM)

1

0

0

3

3

0

0

1

2

1

1

3

0

1

1

0

Bowl w/lid

0

3

2

1

3

1

9

3

8

8

7

0

1

0

0

3

Silverware

26

41

17

30

25

29

20

40

54

44

18

60

35

22

28

24

BioCups

7

10

0

1

0

0

15

16

8

12

16

7

5

8

11

16

Fatayer container

1

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

2

5

0

1

2

Straws

1

5

5

9

0

2

2

10

6

5

7

2

3

4

5

9

Plate

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

Yogurt cup

3

5

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

2

3

8

0

0

1

0

Other compostable

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

Can

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bottle

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other recyclable

0

1

0

8

1

2

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

1

5

Lids

0

2

0

2

0

2

1

5

4

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

Non-compostable cup

1

1

8

15

11

3

0

1

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Food wrappers (chip
bag, wrapper)

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

1

Non-compostable food
container

2

1

0

12

2

0

0

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

Non-compostable
silverware

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

Tin foil

3

3

0

13

0

2

0

4

1

0

1

4

2

4

4

0

Sauce containers

7

7

0

13

1

9

3

15

19

10

3

15

12

5

7

15

Other (trash)

1

2

1

2

0

0

5

0

0

9

28

3

7

2

2

0

Total bags
Total # opened

10

11

13

2

2

4

6

2

N/a

N/a
2

7.1.1. Table II. Waste audit collection sheet
Amount of each object in compostable bags that were examined on each day. The objects in green are compostable,
the objects in blue are recyclable, and the objects in red are objects that can neither be composted or recycled.
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Mon (10/9)
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri

1349
1430
1491
1045
1159

1,428
1,511
1,574
1,103
1,215

Total

Large

158
161
165
116
112
Small

7.1.2. Table III. Total compostable container sales for the week of 10/9 to 10/13
The total compostable containers sold during the week of 10/9 to 10/13 in Lenoir dining hall. These numbers were
collected from CDS in order to use for an analysis of waste audit results.

Upper
estimate
Large
Container
Small
Container

Standard
dev.

Low
estimate

Standard
dev.

Class
estimate

Standard
dev.

26.6%

3%

23.3%

2%

20.6%

1.6%

8.5%

3%

7.4%

3.8%

7.3%

3.2%

7.1.3. Table IV. Compost proportions
This table breaks down the proportion of containers received. It illustrates large and small compostable containers
based on the provided total bag estimates from and the Capstone class’ observed total bags.

Take out Consumption Location

Year

Totals:
Library: 7

Fresh (0) Soph (2) Jun (0) Sen (5) Grad (0)

Home: 3

Fresh (2) Soph (1) Jun (0) Sen (0) Grad (0)

Around Lenoir: 11

Fresh (8) Soph (0) Jun (0) Sen (2) Grad (1)

Pit: 3

Fresh (3) Soph (0) Jun (0) Sen (0) Grad (0)

Class: 1

Fresh (0) Soph (0) Jun (0) Sen (1) Grad (0)

Union: 1

Fresh (0) Soph (0) Jun (0) Sen (1) Grad (0)

7.1.4. Table V. Take out Location Poll
A breakdown of the number of students polled regarding where they bring their take out food to eat, disaggregated
by location and class year. Students were selected randomly.
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7.2. Appendix II: Franklin Street Data
7.2.1. Survey
This survey was designed to learn about restaurant usage and needs for to-go containers on
Franklin Street. Twenty-six restaurants completed this survey and those were surveyed were
instructed to answer the following questions as accurately as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Email Address
Name of restaurant
What is your name?
How many to-go containers do you go through on a weekly basis? (select one)
a. Less than 25
b. 25-75
c. 76-125
d. 126-175
e. 176-225
f. 226-275
g. More than 275
5. How often do you purchase your to-go container?
6. How many units of containers are in one order?
7. What material are your container made from? Why did you choose that type?
8. What percentage of your budget goes towards purchasing to-go containers?
9. Do you use multiple sizes of container for to-go orders?
a. Yes
b. No
10. Would you be interested in exploring alternative, more sustainable containers? Other
sustainable practices? Please check the following sustainability practices (not taking cost into
consideration):
a. Compostable take out boxes
b. Compostable silverware (for take out)
c. Reusable plastic containers (not to throw out)
d. Compostable napkins
e. Locally sourced food
f. Other
11. What would be a reason to not switch over to eco-friendly containers?
12. Are you currently using sustainable business practices?
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a. If so, what?(Ex: recycle, Green Certification Program, compostables, have
compost bins)
13. (If yes to 9) Since you have multiple sized containers, please choose the number of containers
you use:
a. 2
b. 3
c. 4
d. 5
e. 6
f. 7
14. (If 13 = c,d, e, or f) Since you use more than three container sizes for to-go orders…
a. Please input the price you pay for your cheapest container
b. Please input the price you pay for your most expensive container
15. (If 13 = a) Since you have two container sizes for to-go orders
a. Please input the price you pay for your cheapest container
b. Please input the price you pay for your most expensive container
16. (If 13 = b )Since you have three container sizes for to-go orders…
a. Please input the price you pay for your cheapest container
b. Please input the price you pay for your second cheapest container
c. Please input the price you pay for your most expensive container
17. (If no to 9) Since you only have one size container…
a. How much do you pay for each container?
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